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stern as it is, 0 Phocion, my tears gush like those warm fountains which burst forth suddenly from some convulsion of [he earth.
Immortal Gods! that Demades and Polyeuctus and Demosthenes should prevail in the council over Phocion! that even their projects for a campaign should be adopted, hi preference to that general's who hath defeated Philip in every encounter, and should precipitate the war against the advice of a politician, by whose presages and his only, the Athenians have never been deceived!
Phocion.    It is true, I am not popular.
Aeschines.    Become so!
Pkocion. It has been frequently and with impunity in my £ower to commit base actions ; and I abstained: would my friend advise me at last to commit the basest of all? to court the suffrages of people I despise!
Aeschines. You court not even those who love and honour you. Thirty times and oftener have you been chosen to lead our armies, and never once were present at the election. Unparalleled glory! when have the gods sho\vn anything similar among men! Not Aristides nor Epaminondas, the most virtuous of mortals, not Miltiades nor Cimon, the most -glorious in their exploits, enjoyed the favour of Heaven so uninterruptedly. No presents, no solicitations, no flatteries, no concessions: you never even asked a vote, however duly, customarily, and [gravely.
Phocion. The highest price we can pay for anything is, to
ask it: and to solicit a vote, appears to me as unworthy an action
as to solicit a place in a will: it is not ours, and might have been
another's.	• •	• .	•
* Aeschines.   A question unconnected with my visit now obtrudes
itself ; and indeed, Phocion, I have remarked heretofore that an
observation from you has made Athenians, on several occasions,
forget their own business and debates, and fix themselves, upon
^jt. • What is your opinion • on the -right and expediency of making

